
Kate Adie:
‘NOTHING IS TRUE AND EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE is an exuberant exposure 
of greed and corruption in modern Russia. The grotesque pursuit of money is 
conveyed in glittering, trenchant prose, as is a country where gangsters rule and 
the river of tainted money flows easily to London.’ 

Moniza Alvi:
‘Peter Pomerantsev’s NOTHING IS TRUE AND EVERYTHING 
IS POSSIBLE holds a mirror to Putin’s Russia and reflects 
back the bleakness of a dystopian vision. Written with 
rare stylistic wit and brilliance, as well as heart, this is an 
essential as well as a captivating read - a warning, and, 
implicitly,  a prayer for our times.’

The 2016 judges, Kate Adie, Moniza Alvi and Mark Lawson, commented:

Peter Pomerantsev
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RSL Ondaatje Prize

for
Nothing is True and Everything is Possible

(Faber)

Mark Lawson:
‘NOTHING IS TRUE AND EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE is a 
sort of anti-travelogue, making the reader desperately 
keen never to go near the places described: the Muscovite, 
Siberian, American and English haunts of those who became 
super-rich from the division of state assets and the new 
entrepreneurial possibilities that arose in post-Soviet 
Russia. Pomerantsev’s storytelling is funny, frightening, 
exhilarating.’



The 2016 judges’ comment on the RSL Ondaatje Prize:
‘The variety of fine entries across the genres made judging the 
RSL Ondaatje Prize an education, as well as an adventure in reading.’

The other shortlisted books:

Jane Clarke The River (Bloodaxe Books)

‘Thoughts and images rippling from rural Ireland, a river of intense 
experience.’ Kate Adie

Publicist: Rebecca Hodkinson  admin@bloodaxebooks.com

Brian Dillon The Great Explosion (Penguin Books)

‘This masterly account of a fire in a munitions factory on the Kent 
marshes travels in unexpected, linked directions and brings the 
horror of this wartime disaster terrifyingly alive.’ Moniza Alvi

Publicist:  Aimée Johnston 
AJohnston@penguinrandomhouse.ie

Peter Pomerantsev is a contributor to the London 
Review of Books and his writing has been published 
in the FT, New Yorker, El Pais, WSJ, Foreign Policy, 
Daily Beast, Newsweek and Le Monde Diplomatique, 
among others. He has also worked as a consultant 
for the EU and World Bank.  He lives in London.

All publicity enquiries for Peter Pomerantsev should be 
directed to GA Publicity: gapublicity@faber.co.uk  
 



Alexandra Harris Weatherland (Thames & Hudson)

‘Weather forecasts, by their nature, look forward. Harris 
fascinatingly looks back at clouds, storms and sunbursts in a  book 
that groundbreakingly combines cultural history with 
meteorological thesis, using weather, factual and fictional, to talk 
about a nation notorious for talking about the weather.’ Mark Lawson

Publicist:  Kate Cooper k.cooper@thameshudson.co.uk

James Rebanks The Shepherd’s Life (Allen Lane)
  
 ‘An ancient way of living and working is captured, in its present-day 
condition, by a book that began from a very modern form of 
communication: a Twitter account by a Lake District farmer. 
Rebanks’ writing, though, rises to the higher stylistic demands of a 
book, viscerally describing places, people, dogs and sheep.’ 
Mark Lawson

Publicist:  Shoaib Rokadiya SRokadiya@penguinrandomhouse.co.uk

Samanth Subramanian This Divided Island (Atlantic Books)

‘In an enchanting environment, a dissection of the history of 
violence that seems entwined with the landscape and people 
of Sri Lanka.’ Kate Adie

Publicist:  Alison Davies AlisonDavies@atlantic-books.co.uk

The RSL Ondaatje Prize is an annual award of £10,000 for a distinguished 
work of fiction, non-fiction or poetry, evoking the spirit of a place.

Previous RSL Ondaatje Prize winners:
2015  Justin Marozzi  Baghdad: City of Peace, City of Blood
2014  Alan Johnson  This Boy
2013  Philip Hensher  Scenes from Early Life
2012  Rahul Bhattacharya The Sly Company of People Who Care
2011  Edmund de Waal  The Hare with Amber Eyes
2010  Ian Thomson   The Dead Yard: Tales of Modern Jamaica 
2009  Adam Nicolson   Sissinghurst: An Unfinished History 
2008  Graham Robb   The Discovery of France 
2007  Hisham Matar   In the Country of Men 
2006  James Meek   The People’s Act of Love 
2005  Rory Stewart   The Places In Between 
2004  Louisa Waugh   Hearing Birds Fly 

For further information about the RSL or the RSL Ondaatje Prize, please contact 
annette@rsliterature.org | 020 7845 4680 | @RSLiterature | rsliterature.org


